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� Introduction

Solving large� unsymmetric� sparse linear systems on a high�performance parallel supercomputer
is critical to many diverse areas of scienti�c computing such as climate modeling� �nite�element
methods� structural analysis� computational �uid dynamics� economic modeling� oil reservoir simu�
lation� circuit simulation� chemical process modeling� and electrical power network modeling ��� �	
�
However� conventional sparse matrix factorization algorithms rely heavily on indirect addressing�
This gives them an irregular memory access pattern that limits their performance� For symmetric
problems� methods such as the multifrontal method and the supernodal approach have replaced
irregular operations with dense matrix kernels �see ��
 for a survey�� The kernel of the multi�
frontal method is one or more steps of LU factorization within each square� dense frontal matrix
de�ned by the nonzero pattern of a pivot row and column� These steps of LU factorization com�
pute a submatrix of update terms that are held within the frontal matrix until they are assembled

�added� into the frontal matrix of its father in the elimination tree� The elimination tree controls
parallelism across multiple frontal matrices� while dense matrix operations �
 provide parallelism
and vectorization within each frontal matrix� However� this method is based on an assumption
of a symmetric nonzero pattern� and so has a poor performance on matrices whose patterns are
very unsymmetric� None of the previous parallel methods for unsymmetric�patterned matrices use
dense matrix kernels ��� ��� ��
� with the exception of a multifrontal QR factorization algorithm
���
 �which will be compared later on with the algorithms we develop��

�available via anonymous ftp to cis�u��edu as �cis�tech�reports�tr���tr����	
�ps�Z
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This paper presents a new unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method that takes full advantage
of dense matrix kernels� maintains a purely unsymmetric pattern� and is suitable for both shared
memory and distributed memory parallel supercomputers� The frontal matrices are rectangular
instead of square� a directed acyclic task graph replaces the elimination tree� and frontal matrices
are no longer assembled by a single father� The method builds the elimination task graph either
during factorization or in a preprocessing phase� As in the classical multifrontal method� we take
advantage of repetitive structure in the matrix by amalgamating nodes in the elimination task
graph� Thus the algorithm can use dense matrix kernels in its innermost loops� potentially giving
it high performance on parallel supercomputers�

Parallel algorithms for sparse positive de�nite matrices ��
 or for matrices with nearly sym�
metric pattern ��
 are typically divided into a symbolic factorization phase that computes the pivot
ordering and patterns of the LU factors� and a numerical factorization phase that computes L and
U � Disruptions due to numerical pivoting are either non�existent �in the positive de�nite case� or
can be limited to a father and son in the elimination tree �in the symmetric�pattern case�� The
disruptions are more severe in the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method if the pivot ordering
is not known to be numerically acceptable �unsymmetric symbolic factorization when the pivot
ordering is known is described in ��� �� ��
�� If a single phase is used� the numerical values are avail�
able to the pivot search heuristic� This limits the disruption� but requires a dynamic parallelism
where the inter�dependence between parallel tasks is unknown until the pivot search is complete�

� Formulation of the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method

The LU factorization of an n�by�n matrix A into the product of a lower triangular matrix L �with
unit�diagonal� times an upper triangular matrix U consists of n major steps� A is transformed into
the product L�k�A�k�U �k� after step k �� � k � n�A��� � A�L�n� � L� U �n� � U�� Step k selects a

single pivot entry a
�k���
ij from the active submatrix Ak�� �the lower�right n � k � ��by�n � k � �

submatrix of A�k����� interchanges the k�th pivot row i and k�th pivot column j with the leading
row and column of Ak��� respectively� and then computes L�k�� A�k�� and U �k�� An element or general
frontal matrix Ek is a dense� rectangular submatrix that corresponds to the pivot row and column
selected at step k� as well as the update terms from this pivot� If gk multiple consecutive pivots
have identical pivot row and column structure as the �rst pivot a�k��� in the frontal matrix Ek� then
their pivot rows and columns can also be represented in Ek� The numerical factorization within
this frontal matrix factorizes the pivot block �the leading gk�by�gk submatrix of Ek�� computes gk
columns of L and gk rows of U � and updates the contribution block �entries not in the �rst gk rows
or columns of Ek� with a rank�gk Schur complement� These steps can use dense matrix kernels
�Level� BLAS if gk � �� �
� These update terms are added to A�k��� to obtain the reduced matrix
A�k�gk���� The elements Ek�� to Ek�gk�� are not explicitly represented� having been amalgamated

into the single element Ek� Element Ek is referred to as a supernode whose pivot block rank is gk if
gk � �� or as a simple node if gk � �� Numerical considerations require pivoting within the pivot
block and might limit the number of pivots found to be less than the maximum� gk� The active
submatrix Ak is not explicitly represented� Instead� it is held as a sum of the original matrix A�
and the elements created during factorization�

The elimination tree forms the basis of many sparse matrix algorithms� describing either the
data �ow graph or the control �ow graph� or both ���
� It is insu�cient for our purposes� Instead�
the LU�graph� GLU � �V � E� is a directed acyclic graph su�cient for describing both the data �ow
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and control �ow for LU factorization with general unamalgamated frontal matrices� where V is the
set of all explicitly represented frontal matrices �jVj � n�� and E � EL�EU has directed edges �s� t�
of two types� L�edges in the set EL � f�s� t� js � t� lts �� �g � f�s� t� j t � L�

sg and U�edges in the set
EU � f�s� t� j s � t� ust �� �g � f�s� t� j t � U �

sg� where L is the pattern of L� Ls is the pattern of row
s of L� and L�

s is the pattern the contribution block of Es� Node s is an Lson of its Lfather node t
if �s� t� � EL and �s� t� �� EU � Node s is a Uson of its Ufather node t if �s� t� �� EL and �s� t� � EU �
Finally� node s is an LUson of its LUfather node t if �s� t� � EL and �s� t� � EU � Similar directed
acyclic graphs been used for symbolic factorization of unsymmetric sparse matrices ��� �� ��
� If the
pattern of the LU factors is symmetric� the contribution block of s is always completely assembled
into its single LUfather node f in the elimination tree� In general� the elimination tree cannot
be used in the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method because of the incomplete assembly that
takes place�

Each edge �s� t� in the LU�graph represents the assembly of only a single row or column from
Es to Et� A reduced data �ow graph Gdata � �V � Edata�� and a reduced control �ow graph� Gcontrol �
�V � Econtrol� can also be used to describe the data �ow and control �ow� Node amalgamation will
also remove some of these edges� Edge reductions decrease memory requirements� and simplify
amalgamation and degree update� These reductions are similar to those used by Eisenstat� Liu�
and Gilbert� ��� ��� �
� except that additional edges are removed during degree update� These two
graphs are not necessarily minimal� Transitive reduction could be applied to obtain a minimal
control �ow graph� for example� but this would introduce a signi�cant computational overhead�
However� these edge removals greatly reduce the graphs from the LU�graph� For example� one
typical matrix had ������� edges in GLU � but only ����� and ����� edges in Gdata and Gcontrol�
respectively �the lower bound was jVj � � ���� Both graphs are identical to the elimination tree
if the pattern of the LU factors is symmetric� In the sequential prototype of the analysis�factor
algorithm� the Gdata graph is represented as contiguous lists of edges� one for each row �called an
Lson list� and column �called a Uson list� in the active submatrix� The lists are used for the pivot
search� assembly� and amalgamation procedures� Edges are pruned during each of these phases�

� Algorithms

The analysis�only algorithm �symbolic factorization� �nds the pivot ordering� computes the pattern
of the LU factors� performs amalgamation� and determines the reduced graphs� The factor�only

algorithm factorizes A into LU using the patterns and graphs computed in either the analysis�only
or analysis�factor algorithms� This paper focuses on the analysis�factor algorithm� which performs
the symbolic and numerical factorizations in a single phase� A single phase is more typical of
conventional factorization algorithms for unsymmetric sparse matrices� The advantage is that the
numerical values are available during the pivot search� No pivot preordering is assumed� Pivots
are chosen as the algorithm progresses via some sparsity�preserving and numerical criteria� The
disadvantage to this approach is the lack of precomputed data �ow and control �ow graphs to guide
the construction of new elements� the assembly� and the exploitation of parallelism� Instead� the
algorithm must compute the graphs� L� and U during factorization� With a parallel pivot search�
these symbolic computations must also be done in parallel�

Two sequential prototypes of the analysis�factor algorithm have been implemented� They di�er
in the way they amalgamate nodes in the elimination graph� The upward�looking approach �AFup�
can be outlined as follows� Initially� k � ��





�� The pivot search �nds the pivot a
�k���
ij in Ak�� and interchanges rows i and k� and columns

j and k� The pivot row and column de�ne Uk and Lk � respectively� The Lsons� Usons� and
LUsons of node k are now located in the Lson list k and Uson list k�

�� Perform degree update� and try to extend frontal matrix to include near super�rows and
super�columns �rows and columns whose patterns can be considered identical with the �rst
pivot row and column�� The search is limited to pivot entries lying in the current element� It
�looks upward� because it considers the amalgamation of a single son k with one or more of
its �potential� fathers�

� Create Ek� performing garbage collection if necessary�
�� Assemble the sons of node k into Ek� Deallocate any elements whose contributions have been

completely assembled� Let nrow and ncol be the number of rows and columns in the super�row
i and super�column j� and let gk � min�nrow� ncol��

�� Perform up to gk steps of numerical factorization within the front� Set gk to the number of
pivots actually found�

�� Update the Lson and Uson lists� Increment k by gk and repeat until the matrix is factorized�

The search is based on Markowitz� strategy ��
� which selects the pivot with minimum upper
bound on �ll�in� The rows and columns of the active matrix are not held explicitly� rather� they
are held as a set of contribution blocks and entries from the original matrix A� To avoid expensive
scans only upper and lower bounds of the degree of each row and column are computed� When�
and if� the true degree is calculated� the two bounds are set equal to the true degree� The pivot
must also satisfy the numerical threshold partial�pivoting criterion ��
� The approximate degree
update �nds the upper and lower bounds of the degrees of each row i � L�

k and column j � U �

k

by scanning their Lson and Uson lists� respectively� The new lower bound on the row degree� for
example� cannot be smaller than the upper bound on �ll�in in row i or the maximum number of
unassembled columns of each contribution block a�ecting row i �these can be found in the Lson list
i�� The new upper bound on the row degree can be computed in a similar way� Only a short scan of
each Lson list and Uson list in the a�ected rows and columns su�ces� The lists are kept short via
edge removal� However� at the cost of an additional scan of either the a�ected Lson or Uson lists�
more accurate degree bounds can be computed� The external row degree of a contribution block�
Em �m � k�� is the number of unassembled columns of Em that do not overlap with the columns
in Ek� The internal degree can be found by counting how many times Em appears in the Uson lists
of the columns a�ected by Ek� The external degree is the number of unassembled columns in Em

minus the internal degree� The lower bound degree of row i� then� is the number of columns in the
contribution block of Ek plus the maximum external degree of each contribution block a�ecting
row i� Our experiments into the approximate degree update show a moderate� acceptable increase
in �ll�in in exchange for a drastic reduction in time�

The upward�looking algorithm can sometimes lead to excessive �ll�in due to its limited pivot
search� The downward�looking approach �AFdown� can decrease �ll�in by replacing the local search
with a global search that looks at the entire active submatrix� The method constructs a set S
of unfactorized frontal matrices� each of which is a candidate for amalgamation� These frontal
matrices have been symbolically factorized� but not numerically factorized� The method �looks
downward� because it considers the amalgamation of a single node f with one or more of its
sons� The pivot search �nds a single pivot entry� corresponding to a new proposed node f in the
partially�constructed graph� This node is amalgamated with its unfactorized sons and placed in
S� unless doing so would cause excessive �ll�in� in which case the sons that caused amalgamation
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to fail are factorized and removed from S� If a proposed node f has one or more unfactorized
sons� the numerical test is only an estimate� since the numerical values of the unfactorized sons
are not available� The numerical criterion is also checked during the numerical factorization� and
unacceptable pivots are rejected� Our algorithm will search for acceptable pivot entries� construct
proposed nodes� amalgamate them with previous nodes in S� and include them in S� all in a highly
parallel manner�

� Performance

Two prototype sequential versions of the analysis�factor algorithm have been developed� Both
methods exhibit excessive delayed pivoting for some matrices� This will be corrected by modifying
the upward�looking algorithm to update the proposed pivot columns before they are selected� No
delayed pivoting will then occur� However� even with this limitation� the current versions out�
perform the MA�� algorithm �	
� sequential versions of the classical multifrontal method �Mups�
��
� and the D� algorithm ��
 for some matrices� Eighty�six matrices from the Harwell�Boeing �HB�
collection ��
 and our collaborators have been assembled and factorized with all of these methods�
Twenty�seven of these are symmetric positive�de�nite� Only matrices of order ��� or larger were
considered� The X�� and Z�� matrices are from chemical engineering problems �from S� Zitney
and others ��	
� �X�m� is from a PDE�� The Hm�� matrices are circuit simulation matrices from
S� Hamm �Motorola�� Table � lists the results for these matrices obtained on a Cray YMP������
sorted by asymmetry �and by order if tied�� Each line lists the matrix number� name� whether it
is symmetric positive�de�nite� the order� number of nonzeros� and the asymmetry� The asymmetry
is the number of unmatched o��diagonal pairs over the total number of o��diagonal entries �� is
a symmetric pattern� � is completely asymmetric�� The run time is the total of the analysis and
factor time� in seconds� and is listed for the AFdown� AFup� Mups� D�� and MA�� algorithms�
The fastest run time is shown in bold� Figures � through  show the normalized run time of each
method� for all �	 matrices� The best time for AFdown and AFup was selected as the time for the
AF algorithm in these �gures� The normalized run time is the run time divided by the fastest run
time found for that particular matrix� Thus the fastest method would have a normalized run time
of ����

The new method is faster than Mups� D� and MA�� for �� out of �	 matrices� Among these are
nearly all of the large chemical engineering matrices� Also� the method demonstrates a consistent
performance for the entire range of matrices� It usually takes no more than twice the time as
Mups for symmetric matrices� and is even occasionally faster� This is because it takes advantage of
dense matrix kernels� as Mups does� It is faster than Mups for most unsymmetric matrices because
it does not make the symmetric�pattern assumption� The new method also avoids the worst�case
behavior of D� and MA�� for symmetric matrices and for very large matrices with substantial dense
substructure �such as the large chemical engineering problems�� Addressing the delayed pivoting
problem will improve the performance and reliability of the method� These results show that the
sequential prototypes of the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method are competitive algorithms
and merit further study�
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Table �� Matrix statistics and run time�

Matrix Statistics Run Time �in seconds�
name spd� n nz asym AFdown AFup Mups D� MA��

� HB	

� bus yes 

� ���� � ���� ��� �

 ����� �


� HB	nos
 yes 
�� ���� � ���� ���� ����� ���� ����
� HB	
�� bus yes 
�� ���� � ���� ���� ����� ��� ���
� HB	nos� yes ��� �
�� � ���� ���
 ����� ���� ����
� HB	bcsstk�� yes ��� 
��� � ���
 ���� ����� ��
� ���

 HB	orsirr � no ��
 ��� � ���� ���� ����� ���� ����
� HB	gr � � yes � ���� � ���� ���� ����� ��� ����
� HB	nos� yes ��� ���� � ��� ��
 ����� ���� ��
� HB	nos� yes �
 ����� � ���� ���� ����� ���� �����
� HB	pde ���� no �
� �
�� � ��
� ���
 ����� ���� ����
�� HB	sherman� no � ��� � ��� ��� ���	� ���� ���
�� HB	orsirr � no �� 
��� � ��� ���� ��	�	 ���� ����
�� HB	bcsstk� yes ��� ���
 � ���� ����� ��
� ���� ��
�
�� HB	bcsstk� yes ��� ����� � ���� ���
 ���
� ����
 �����
�� HB	bcsstk� yes ��
 ��� � ���� ���� ����� ����� ����
�
 HB	bcsstm� yes ��
 ���� � ���� ��� ����� ���
� ���

�� HB	sherman� no ��� ���
 � ���� ���� ����� ��
� ����
�� HB	���� bus yes ���� ��� � ��� ��� ��� ����	 ���
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ���� �
��
 � ���� ���� ����
 ��� �����
� HB	bcsstm�� yes ���� �
��
 � ���� ���� ����� ����� ����

�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ���� ����� � �
�� �
�� ��	�� ���
� ����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ���� ����� � �
�� �
�� ��	�� ����� ����
�� HB	bcsstm�� yes ���� ��
�� � ���� ��� ��	�� ����� ��
�
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ��
 
���� � ����� ����� ����� ���
� 
���

�� HB	bcsstk�
 yes ���� ���
 � �
�
 ���
 ����� ����� �����
�
 HB	orsreg � no ��� ����� � ���� ���� ���
� ����� ����
�� Hm	add� no ���� ����� � �
� ���� ���� ����� ��
�
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ���� ����� � ����� ���
� 	���� ������ �����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ��
� ����� � ���� ����� ���
� �
���� 

����
� HB	saylr� no ��
� ����
 � ��
�� ���� ����� ������ �����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes �
 �

 � ���� ����� ��
�
 ���
�� �����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ���� �����
 � ����� ����� ��	�	 �
��� �����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ��� ����� � ��
� ���� ����� ����� �
��
�
�� HB	bcsstk�
 yes ���� ����� � 
���
 ����
� 	���� ������
 �
�
��
�� Hm	add�� no ��
 ����� � ���� ���� �� ��	�� ����
�
 HB	sherman� no �� ��� � ����� ���
� ����� ���� 
����
�� HB	bcsstk�� yes ����� ���� � ����� 
���� ����� �
����� ������
�� HB	hwatt � no ���
 ���
 ��� ����� ���� ����� ����� ����
�� HB	hwatt � no ���
 ���� �� ���� ���� ����� ��
�� ���

� Hm	memplus no ����� ����� ��� 
���� ���� ��
�� ����� ���
�
�� HB	jpwh ��� no ��� 
�� �
� �� ���� ��		� ���� �����
�� HB	lns ���� no ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ����� 
��� ������
�� HB	lns ����d no ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ���	� ����� ������

	



Table �� continued� Matrix statistics and run time�

Matrix Statistics Run Time �in seconds�
name spd� n nz asym AFdown AFup Mups D� MA��

�� HB	nnc


 no 


 ��� ���� ���
 ���� ����	 ���� ����
�� HB	lns ��� no ��� ���
 ��� ���� ���
 ��� ���
� ����
�
 HB	lns ���c no ��� ���
 ��� ���� ��
� ��� ����	 ��

�� HB	pores � no ��� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ����� ���� ���

�� HB	sherman� no ���� ���� ��
� ����� ���� ����� ����� �����
�� HB	mc fe no �
� ����� ��� ��
 ���
� ��� ���� ��
��
� HB	fs ��� � no ��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� ���	� ����
�� HB	fs ��� � no ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ���

�� HB	fs ��� � no ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
 ����
�� HB	fs ��� � no ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
 ����
�� HB	sherman� no �� ���� ���� ���� �
�� ����� ����� ���
�
�� HB	fs �
 � no �
 ���� ���� ���
 ��� ����� ���� ���

�
 HB	fs �
 � no �
 ���� ���� ���
 ��� ����� ���� ���

�� HB	pores � no ���� �
�� ���� ���� ���
 ����� ���� ����
�� HB	fs 
� � no 
� ���� ���� ��� �
� ��
 ����� ���
�� HB	fs 
� � no 
� ���� ���� ��� �
� ��
 ����� �
�

 HB	steam� no 
 �

 ���� ���� ��

 ����� ���� ��
�

� X	m� no �
�� ����� ��� ������ ������ ����� ���
�� �
���



� Z	rdist�a no ���� 
���
 ��
 ���� ����� ����� ���
� 

����

� Z	rdist� no ���� ���� ���� ���� ��
�� ���
� ����� �
����

� Z	radfr� no ��� ����� ���
 ���� ��� ��	�� ���� ��

�

� Z	rdist� no ���� �
��� ���� ����� ��
�� ���
� ���� �������


 HB	west��� no ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���
 ����� ���

� HB	mahindasb no ���� �
�� ���� ���� ���� ��� ����� ���


� HB	bp �
 no ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� ���
	


� HB	bp �� no ��� ��� ��� ���
 ���� ��
� ��� ���
�

� HB	bp � no ��� �

� ���� ���� ��� ���� ��� �����

�� HB	bp �� no ��� ���
 ���� ���� �� ��
� ��� ���
�

�� HB	bp  no ��� ���
 ���� ���	� �� ���� ��� ���
�� HB	bp � no ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���� ��� �����

�� HB	bp 
 no ��� ���� ���� ��� ��� ���� �
� �����

�� HB	west
�� no 
�� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
 ���
�
 HB	bp � no ��� ��� ���� ��� �
� ���� ��� �����

�� HB	bp � no ��� ���� ���� ��
 ��� ��� ��� �����

�� HB	west��� no ��� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��
� ���� ����	

�� HB	gemat�� no ���� ���� ���� ���
 ���� ����� ����� ����
� HB	gemat�� no ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
 ����� ��
� ���

�� HB	west��� no ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� ���
�� HB	gre ��� no ��� ���
 �� ��� ���� ���� ����� ��
�
�� HB	shl  no 

� �
�� �� ����� ��� ���� ��� ��

�� HB	shl � no 

� ���
 �� ����� ��� ��� ��� ��

�� HB	shl � no 

� ���� �� ����� ��� ���� �� ��

�
 HB	gre ��� no ��� �

� �� �
�� ���� ��� ��	�� ����
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� Summary

The objective of this research is to produce a suite of high�performance algorithms for the LU fac�
torization of large sparse unsymmetric matrices on parallel shared memory and distributed mem�
ory supercomputers� These matrices arise in many problems in science and engineering� including
structural analysis� computational �uid dynamics� economic modeling� chemical plant modeling� oil
reservoir simulation� circuit and device simulation� and electric power network modeling� To accom�
plish this objective� we will develop highly concurrent algorithms to take advantage of both MIMD
and SIMD parallelism� Sequential prototypes have already demonstrated competitive performance
when compared with previous methods� Following the initial research phase� all algorithms based
on the unsymmetric�pattern multifrontal method will be put into a usable form and provided to
the academic and industrial research communities�
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